Español 2
Semestre 1: Examen final
Secciones
70 pts. total
I.

II.

A escuchar. (1x10=10 pts) Listen to the following statements in Spanish (will hear twice). As
you listen read the English sentence. Underline what does NOT match the Spanish you hear
and correct it in the space provided. ie) You hear “No voy a levantarme porque tengo sueño.”
I’m not going to wake up because I’m sleepy. → g
 et up
Las conjugaciones. (1x20=20 pts.) Write in the appropriate form of the verb in the tense
given.
A. Presente:
B. Pretérito:

III. La gramática. Based on your knowledge of grammar structures such as use of direct and indirect
pronouns, the differences between ser vs estar, and complex verb structures, choose the best answer given
the context. (1x20=20 pts.)
IV. Comprensión de lectura. Read the following and respond in English to the Qs. (1x5=5 pts.)
V. Escritura. Respond to each of the following prompts in a thorough way so as to demonstrate your
knowledge of the use of vocabulary and grammar. Include transitions and details. 1 of the prompts will be
focused on our travel theme, 1 will be focused on our daily routine theme, and 1 will be focused on a cultural
theme,(3x5=15pts.)

How to study:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Review vocabulary on Quizlet and Gimkit.
Thoroughly read over notes.
Practice conjugations on conjuguemos and by writing/quizzing yourself.
Reread all writing sections. Do you still understand what you wrote? Could you still write based
on that prompt/theme? Could you write more?
Rewatch/listen to videos (Wooly, Mr. Bean, culturales). Do you still understand the lyrics/words?
Could you write summaries without using your notes?
Get together with friends and quiz each other on vocabulary, conjugations, grammar notes.
Explain or teach grammar points to someone who isn’t familiar.
Practice writing: retelling, summarizing based on themes/prompts.

